
5 considerations for 
designing & building 
a custom home.



Design capability

When considering a custom home, 
it’s important to choose a Designer 
with proven capability to ensure the 
very best design outcome, in line 
with your vision for a custom home.

You will find some builders offer 
customisation of pre-designed 
houses with limited customising 
capability, compared to a start from 
scratch bespoke design. 

Every home we create is a bespoke, 
custom designed home, created 
specifically for your site, your 
lifestyle and your budget. Every 
home we create is unique for one 
reason. You. 

The ability of our in house design 
team to deliver a custom designed 
solution, created with innovation, 
creativity and flair - while meeting 
your budget and lifestyle aspirations 
- is what sets us apart.

We believe that every space should 
reflect the unique lifestyle and 
personality of its Owner. A perfect 
place where form, function and flow 
are all heroes.

Our custom home designs are 
created and presented in full 3D to 
bring the design to life so you can 
truly visualise what it will be like to 
live in your new custom home.—01



Collaboration

Looking for a residential designer/
architect, Interior designer and 
builder, is now a thing of the past.

Latitude 37 bring these professions 
into a single integrated process. From 
your Discovery Session right through 
to Handover, have peace of mind 
knowing this process reduces stress 
and potential budget blowouts. 
Never outsource another aspect of 
your dream home.

Beyond custom design & high-quality 
construction, Latitude 37 provides 
each client with a bespoke Interior 
Design specialist to develop stunning 
interiors.

Custom joinery, a broad choice 
of fittings & fixtures, individually 
tailored material & finishes palette 
and electrical & lighting design, are 
all part of the service to complete 
your design aesthetic and ensure a 
coordinated design outcome from 
top to bottom, inside and out. 

Additional requirements such as 
window furnishings and lighting 
fixtures, to lifts, pools, a tennis court, 
driveways, fencing and landscaping 
can also be coordinated for a 
complete custom home solution, 
aligned to your budget.

Custom design, bespoke interiors, turn 
key coordination, quality construction 
all achieved in a single collaborative 
process with Latitude 37.
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A critically important element to a 
successful custom home project is to 
ensure the design can be delivered 
on budget. Engaging a third party 
Designer or Architect often leads 
to misalignment of the design and 
budget which may not be evident until 
a builder has been appointed, leading 
to time delays and frustration.

By contrast, when engaging Latitude 37 
for the design and construction, we 
have a vested interest in ensuring the 
design we create not only meets your 
design brief but delivers a complete 
custom design solution, on budget.

We charge a nominal fee of $1,000 
to get started on the design and 
we create unique design solution 
that is priced up front to give you 
confidence before committing to 
proceed.

Down the track when the design 
and documentation is completed, 
we commit to a fixed price Building 
Contract to provide peace of mind 
that the project will be delivered at 
the agreed price and will not change 
during construction.

Designed to your budget
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Quality of construction is another 
critically important element to a 
successful custom home project. 
An amazing design wont matter if its 
not backed up by a quality build.

Latitude 37’s industry leading Quality 
Control process involves 3 tiers 
of assessment and supervision 
of quality – our Site Manager is 
required to undertake critical stage 
inspections under the supervision  
of our Construction Manager. 

The Building Surveyor conducts 
mandatory stage inspections to 

ensure compliance with all relevant 
standards and the Building Code. 
And we engage an independent 
Building Inspector to conduct formal 
Quality Control inspections at key 
hold points, assisting the construction 
team to achieve consistently high 
quality standards.

Our clients are invited to attend  
site at key stages of construction 
to inspect the home and see first 
hand the time and effort we invest 
to ensure every Latitude 37 home 
is delivered to the highest possible 
quality standard.
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Construction quality



Choosing a builder you can trust is 
extremely important. A strong rapport 
and a trusted relationship between 
client and builder will ensure a 
smooth journey and a great outcome. 
The best demonstration of a builder’s 
reputation and capability is to 
consider previous client testimonials. 

At Latitude 37, we are extremely proud 
of our reputation and we recommend 
that you research online (or visit our 
website) to find genuine reviews 
provided by our clients.

We also recommend that you review 
a builder’s portfolio of completed and 
current projects to confirm design 
capability and construction quality.

Awards history is also another 
indicator of a builder’s reputation and 
capability. Industry awards are highly 
sought after but very difficult to win. 

Latitude 37 have a catalogue of 
awards from peak industry bodies 
including a number of awards from 
MBA and HIA for custom homes 
created for our clients. We also 
won HIA’s Australian Professional 
Medium Builder of the Year, a huge 
achievement which we are very 
proud of. 

The range of custom home awards 
we have received since 2006 
demonstrate excellence in design, 
client service, value and quality 
with the Professional Builder award 
particularly recognising excellence 
in business practices, financial 
management, innovation, ethics and 
client service.—05

Reputation
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Created for living


